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DR Hub (eLRS Refresh)

• Implementation Timeline

- PJM Development and Testing
- Web Services Specification
- Sandbox Release
- Production Release

- Aug 2016
- Sep 2016
- Dec 2016

- Web Services Q&A Sessions
- DR Hub Training
Current Communication Channels

• eLRS user email list:
  – Deadline reminders for registrations, testing, settlements/compliance, other Demand Response general information
  – eLRS releases with description of enhancements.
  – If member technical person would like to be on list then they set themselves up in eLRS

• Technotify email list:
  – scheduled maintenance/releases for eLRS

• DRS:
  – High level release plans and schedule

• Training:
  – eLRS/DR Training scheduled as needed
• DR Hub Sandbox will be separate environment from current eLRS Sandbox (not parallel)
  – Allows full testing of application – Load Management and Economic registration, events, meter data, settlements, compliance, tasks
  – Data migrated from production
  – Table structure is different to support more efficient processes
DR Hub Communication Plan

- Dedicated DR Hub web page on pjm.com
- Announcements to stakeholders using protocol established for refreshed applications
- Continue project updates at DRS
- Publish Web Services specifications along with scheduled discussion forum before Sandbox
- Training targeted at role: CSP, EDC. LSE before and during Sandbox
- Considering 2 new email distribution lists:
  - Member to email for DR Hub issues/questions
  - PJM to notify member of DR Hub specific updates (focused on member technical team, DR Hub users)